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Abstract 

This article describes how teachers of Hindi language can 
diversify their lessons teaching language for one or two-
year students. The research concerns the usage of 
linguistic game Sudoku on Hindi lessons. The article from 
which we have made a start is called “Learning to 
Hypothesize with Confidence through Sudoku Game 
Play”. It was written by Y.L.Teresa Ting, a teacher of the 
University of Calabria (Italy). The Hindi version of this 
game aims to stimulate interest among students in the 
study of complex grammar of Hindi language, especially 
mastering the skills for using postpositions, which are not 
in their native language. This game is suitable both for 
self-study student, and to conduct a linguistic group. 

The teaching oriental language for Russian students is very interesting 
process but includes many difficulties and depends not only by students 
but teachers and the language environment too. In our opinion, teaching 
Russian students any orient language should be a captivating game. It is 
necessary to compose a teaching material so that teacher and students 
could turn their attention from one exercise to another. Educational 
process should join a game element. Experienced teachers note that 
mechanical repetition of new words does not lead to stable memorization 
but only repetition based on associative thinking and visual 
accompaniment produces a good effect. Such teaching materials as riddle, 
joke, painting of topic-related assignments, dewing up the cards and tables 
are convenient forms of recreation and new assignments. Collecting Hindi 
text-book for students at Russian State University for the Humanities 
(Moscow) the visual aspect with use of associative thinking, exercises on 
attentiveness and variants of developing games are also used.   
 This article deals with a linguistic game which involves both the first 
and the second category: it is quite fit for a single student and it can be 
well played both in a small and large group. The article from which we 
have made a start is called “Learning to Hypothesize with Confidence 
through Sudoku Game Play”. It was written by Y.L. Teresa Ting, a teacher 
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of the University of Calabria (Italy). The author gave a scenario – one can 
play Sudoku in the language group mastering the skills for using modal 
verbs. The students are divided into teams and together agreeing or 
disagreeing with versions answering the teacher’s questions and one 
another’s are using phrases from a hand-out which had been dealt with 
earlier. In other words the stress was not made on the game itself, not its 
conception but mainly on the discussion. We have found the other way and 
the accentuation was made on the game as it is. 

1 Hindi linguistic games in the process of 
activating vocabulary 

The advantage of the linguistic games in the process of teaching foreign 
languages is obvious: it allows in a natural game environment to train 
language skills of the students, activates a prompt reaction and helps 
eliminate a language barrier. It refers to group or team games. There exist 
a host of varieties of rebuses, riddles, crosswords, puzzles etc for individual 
work without any intention of the contact with class-mates.  

2 The game conception: 
Let’s recall the way the classic Sudoku is played. The rules of the game are 
simple: 
 

� first, the most important numbers of Sudoku is 9: 
� the second, the field contains 9 section: 3x3 squares separated by 

straight lines; 
� thus, each section consists of 9 squares, 3 columns and 3 lines; 
� on the whole, the field is made up of 81 squares – 9 horizontally and 

9 vertically; 
� it is necessary to fill in squares with digits from 1 to 9. In doing so a 

number must be only once in the section, once horizontally and 
once vertically. 

 
 We are suggesting a modified version of the Sudoku game intended for 
the students who start to learn Hindi language. One of the main problems 
arising at the beginning of teaching Hindi is the introduction of a great 
relating numbers of postpositions into the active vocabulary. We have 
made a game for the students who will easily and quickly master 
postpositions forming the basis of the Hindi grammar. 
Postpositions are the prepositions in Russian language but in Hindi they 
stand not in front of the depending word but after it. There are simple and 
compound postpositions in Hindi. The simple one consists of a word and 
they are 5:  ko – to, se –  from, men – in, par – on, at, tak – up to, as far 
as, until. 
 The compound one involves 2 words and more. We use in this game the 
simpliest and frequently postpositions: ke lie – for, ke paas – close, near 
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to, men se – from amongst, out of. All these are very common in speech in 
various contexts, stable combinations, proverbs. 

3 Game rule 
Compared to the classical Sudoku our game is as follows: the students 
must arrange 9 postpositions (not the digits) in the field of 81 squares (the 
square is 9x9):  
 

 
(1) ko to(etc.) 

(2) kaa\ke\kii (postposition expressing 

possession) 

(3) se  from 

(4) men  in 

(5) par  on, at 

(6) men se  from amongst, out of  

(7) tak  up to, as far as, until 

(8) ke lie  for 

(9) ke paas  close, near to 

 

In our version the main rules of the Sudoku game are preserved which are 
to be strictly observed by the participants. Here they are: 
 

� in any of the squares 3x3 postpositions can not be repeated: 
� postpositions can not be repeated both in corresponding horizontal 

and vertical rows either: 
 
All the squares numbered in such a way that the example of the given 
specific square can be calculated according to its “coordinates” (the digits 
are arranged vertically and the letters of Hindi alphabet are arranged 
horizontally) : 

Grid 1: 

 (1ka) 
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 What remains to the student is to look through the examples and if he 
knows what postposition must be at the place of dots in the given specific 
sentence, he must insert it in the corresponding square in the field. The 
peculiar criterion for testing the answers is just the rules: if two similar 
postpositions happen to be in one row that means we need to check our 
answers again. In addition id a student is not able to find out all the getting 
in of the postpositions in the examples he/she has got an opportunity “to 
start from the contraries” and try to solve logically on which square which 
preposition can be best inserted. Then he/she checks whether the answer 
fits the corresponding example (the text-book can be used or ask the 
teacher).  As a result a student receives the completed field of answers:  

Grid 2: 
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  The use of this advantage of the game (we mean the opportunities for 
the students that they can calculate on the basis of the rules the correct 
answer without knowing it) is to enable the teacher during the preparation 
of materials for this game to include the examples of various levels of 
complexity in the tasks. For examples, the most obvious meaning of the 

preposition men – “in, inside of smth.”  The students will easily find 
out the contexts and transfer in the grid. The great complexity can be 

examples when the postposition men – “in, inside of smth.” is not used 

in its first obvious meaning:  Hindii men bolie – “Speak 
Hindi”. This example illustrates the rule according to which the expression 
“in some language is translated into Hindi” literally like “in some (any) 
language”. Let’s talk about the postposition par with his first meaning 
“on something”, but it also forms the part of the stable and a very common 

expression – aam taor par “usually, as usual”. So if a 
student is not aware of it he logically, solving a puzzle, will start solving it 
from other side. He will calculate that in a certain square there must be 
just this postposition and later during the checking of the solution the 
teacher will just accentuate the attention of the students on this non-trivial 
usage of postpositions. 
 More over the game can be undoubtedly conducted in the group for 
consolidation of the material passed: on this case the examples are taken 
from the text-book in use (the way ahs been done in our pattern using self-
study books by Rupert Snell). Should we divide the group into two teams 
then there is a sense of trying to play the set time (the students are well 
aware of the details of the task). But our game is far from a certain number 
of participants involved. We have already said that it suits both the 
individual work and the group one. In the last case it would be of interest 
to organize a game the way Y.L.Teresa Ting suggested in her article: e.g. 
hand-outs can be prepared beforehand and the students will find standard 
phrases for expression of certainly or uncertainly in their guess. For 
examples,      
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 We demonstrate below how the students can play the Sudocu game on 
Hindi. The teacher’s task includes many Hindi sentences with gaps where 
they can fill them with appropriate postpositions. The English sentences 
translate the Hindi ones and demonstrate right equivalents in bold-
underlined-italic. The students fill the grid with right postpositions. All 
answers are given on Grid 2 (cited above). For example: 

 

 

Grid 3: 
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During the Hindi lessons teachers can also suggest to student another 
interesting game – “Find the vowels!” –  based on studying, repeating and 
learning vocabulary by heart.  

Here it is:  
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“Find the vowels!” 
This snake is made of many codified words. Every one of them consists of 
4 letters in Devanagary script. In the central square you see only 
consonants. Your task is to find out the vowels in order to create the whole 
word. After you got the word, write its letters beginning with the square, 
where the arrowhead points. The direction is also shown by the arrow – 
clockwise or anticlockwise.  For example:  
 

 

Here we got the word khaalii - and we wrote it down beginning 

with the first letter kha and putting it in the square, which was shown 
by the arrowhead. Its direction was clockwise – so other letters are written 
from left to right.   

 

The vocabulary is one of the most important aspects in learning Hindi at 
the first stage. Successful memorization of new words enables any student 
to use them right in word-combinations and phrases. Thus the approaches 
to learning works on lessons of foreign languages must be various.  
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